I.

Monday

Dear Northwik -

Two letters from you today - 141 and 144. Having already received 143, you know one is only 142. I presume you simply left out a number, since I now have two Tuesdays, a Wednesday, and a Thursday.

Not much doing on bureau. The big feud for the month is apparently over. We have several big issues in the fire, but no immediate crash projects. The year-end strength figure sold, so it is now one in that area until the press starts to ask ugly questions. (Play with)

Did Tom wear his jungle suit to his camp out? Does the hat fit? How about Eagle Scout????

-34018
When will the article on the printing press appear? Picture?

Thank for the clipping. I would like to know all the tangos on the Alexander business.

I sent the picture of William T. — asking him to send it back. I will write Ellen — thought I might get her a goodie in H. K. if she gets him back.

Couple of rather ordinary slides enclosed. Street cornes and a waterway near Saigon. I wish I could make the water come out smudgy instead of blue.

Love,

[Signature]